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ESXF LED Floodlights
All-in-one Flood
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To learn more about ESXF LED  
visit www.LithoniaLighting.com

Join the conversation - follow us on social media.

Adjustable  |  Selectable  |  Switchable
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Typical Applications:

Signage

Outer Buildings

Parking Lots

Walkways

Perimeters

ESXF LED Floodlights 
Ultimate versatility and performance

Introducing the all-new ESXF LED Floodlight family from  

Lithonia Lighting®. 

Designed with the functionality of 36 configurations in one,  

the ESXF LED floodlight has the performance and customizable  

options you need, right at your fingertips!

  
ESXF Features

 � Available in five sizes suitable for replacing  

150W quartz up to 1000W metal halide

 � Adjustable lumen output with three settings*

 � Switchable color temperature  

(3000K/4000K/5000K)

 � Dusk-to-dawn photocell can be turned  

on or off

 � Easy access to controls

 � Wide flood distribution (7x7)

 � Two mounting options included**

Easy to Order Easy to Get

Easy to Shelf Easy to Install

Easy to Sell Easy to Service

Distributor Contractor

 � With only 9 SKUs, ordering the right 

floodlight has never been easier

 � The ESXF is always in stock  

and available when you need it

 � The ESXF provides maximum 

flexibility with up to 36 

configurations in one product

 � Two of the most common mounting 

options are included in every box 

along with a cover plate**

 � IP66 rated aluminum cast 

housing ensures a long lifetime
 � Cost-effective solution with 

everything included in one box

ESXF3

ESXF1

ESXF2

ESXF1 P0

ESXF4

*ESXF1 PO output is fixed at 2,500 lumens    **ESXF1 PO is pre-installed knuckle only

ESXF5
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Adjustable Lumen Output

Switchable Color Temperatures

Dusk-to-Dawn Photocell

Most ESXF models provide three lumen settings* that are easily selectable on-location.  

If you need more illumination or want to reduce the intensity, the ESXF makes it easy.  

Adjust the brightness levels on the fly!

  

Each ESXF includes three switchable color temperatures (3000K/4000K/5000K) to give you the  

illumination requirements specific to the job. On-the-spot reconfiguring is fast and effortless,  

eliminating any go-backs!

Low Medium High

3000K (warm) 4000K (cool) 5000K (daylight)

*ESXF1 P0 is 2,500 lumens only

Switch cover plate

Selectable On/Off 

Customize with the flip of a switch

Included Mountings
Your ESXF floodlight comes with two popular mounting options  

for quick and convenient wall, pole or ground installation.*

*ESXF1 P0 is pre-installed knuckle mount only

ESXF3

ESXF1

ESXF2

ESXF1 P0

ESXF4

 � Pre-installed knuckle

 � Yoke sold separately

 � Pre-installed knuckle

 � Yoke accessory included

 � Slipfitter & Yoke  
included

ESXF1 P0 ESXF1  & ESXF2 ESXF3, ESXF4, ESXF5
ESXF5
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A one-stop-shop for all  
your floodlighting needs!

Switchable CCT

Easy-access Control Panel

Selectable Dusk-to-Dawn Photocell

IP66 Rated for Cold  
and Wet Locations

DLC Certified 
Rebate Eligible

Adjustable Lumen Output*

Two Popular Mounting  
Options in Each Box*

*ESXF1 P0 includes knuckle mount only. 2,500 lumens only.

The ESXF is completely sealed from the elements in a durable IP66 rated  

cast aluminum housing with a glass lens that will stand the test of time.  


